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NESTLÉ SKIN CARE COMPANY AG (hereinafter “Opposer”1), by and through its
undersigned counsel, hereby moves this Board pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6) of the Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure for an Order dismissing with prejudice the counterclaims set forth in
Applicant’s Answer.
On July 24, 2015, Opposer initiated this proceeding against Applicant, opposing
registration of Serial No. 86336621 for the mark NATRALUS on the ground that Applicant’s
use and registration of NATRALUS is likely to cause confusion, mistake or deception with
Opposer’s NUTRAPLUS trademark, which has been in continuous use in commerce that
Congress may regulate since at least as early as 1974.
On October 2, 2015, Applicant filed its Answer along with various affirmative defenses
and a counterclaim seeking cancellation of Opposer’s Registration No. 1013963. However,
Applicant’s Counterclaim fails to state a claim on which relief may be granted. Accordingly,
Applicant’s Counterclaim should be dismissed with prejudice.

I.

ARGUMENT
a. Applicant’s Counterclaim to Cancel Registration No. 1013963 for NUTRAPLUS
Should Be Dismissed with Prejudice
Applicant’s counterclaim seeking cancellation of incontestable Registration No. 1013963

for the mark NUTRAPLUS (the “NUTRAPLUS Mark”) should be dismissed with prejudice
because Applicant has failed to sufficiently plead any claim upon which relief may be granted as
a matter of law.
A motion to dismiss challenges the legal sufficiency of the allegations, allows the court to
eliminate actions that are fatally flawed and destined to fail, and spares litigants the burdens of
unnecessary pretrial and trial activity. Advanced Cardiovascular Sys., Inc. v. SciMed Life Sys.,

1 For

purposes of simplicity, Opposer/Counterclaim Respondent shall refer to the same as “Opposer,” and
shall refer to Applicant/Counterclaim Petitioner as “Applicant”.
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Inc., 988 F.2d 1157, 1160 (Fed. Cir. 1993). To survive a motion to dismiss, the claims must
include “more than labels and conclusions, and a formulaic recitation of the elements of a cause
of action will not do.” Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 556 (2007). Allegations “must
contain sufficient factual matter” so as to “allow the Court to draw a reasonable inference” that
the allegations are true. Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 129 S. Ct. 1937, 1949 (2009) (“[O]nly a complaint that
states a plausible claim for relief survives a motion to dismiss.”).
In this case, Applicant has failed to sufficiently plead a valid ground for cancellation of
Registration No. 1013963 as a matter of law. Registration No. 1013963 is incontestable, and
subject to cancellation only on the limited grounds set forth in 15 U.S.C. § 1064(3). Each of
Applicant’s counterclaims regarding Registration No. 1013963, based solely on the incorrect
premise that Opposer has not used the NUTRAPLUS Mark “in commerce” in Class 3 pursuant
to the Lanham Act, fail to sufficiently plead that Opposer has abandoned the NUTRAPLUS
Mark, or has committed fraud upon the USPTO in obtaining and maintaining Registration No.
1013963 based on such use. Accordingly, its counterclaim for cancellation of Registration No.
1013963 must be dismissed.
i. Applicant has Failed to State a Claim for Fraud as a Matter of Law
Applicant’s fraud allegations at ¶¶ 13-14, stated wholly on information and belief and
unsupported by specific facts, should be dismissed because they fail to state a claim upon which
relief may be granted.
To allege a claim for fraud in the procurement of a registration, a party must plead that a
statement made by the registrant in its application to the USPTO (i) was false; (ii) was made
with knowledge it was false; and (iii) was material to the Examining Attorney’s decision to
approve the application. Medinol Ltd. v. Neuro Vasx, Inc., 67 U.S.P.Q.2d 1205 (T.T.A.B. 2003).
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 9(b) requires specificity in pleading fraud. See Fed. R.
Civ. P. 9(b). Claims alleging fraud must state with particularity the circumstances constituting
fraud. Id. Such claims must contain an “explicit rather than implied expression of the
circumstances constituting fraud.” King Automotive, Inc., v. Speedy Muffler King, Inc., 667
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F.2d 1008, 1010 (Fed. Cir. 1981).
Furthermore, fraud claims must be supported with specific allegations showing a specific
intent to deceive the USPTO. In re Bose Corp., 580 F.3d 1240, 1243 (Fed. Cir. 2009). Thus,
fraud on the USPTO exists only where an applicant or registrant makes “knowingly inaccurate
or knowingly misleading statements” with the specific intent to deceive. Id. (quoting Bart
Schwartz Int’l Textiles, Ltd. v. Fed. Trade Comm’n, 289 F.2d 665, 669 (CCPA 1961)).2
Importantly, claims of fraud “must allege sufficient underlying facts from which a court may
reasonably infer that a party acted with the requisite state of mind.” Asian and Western Classics
B.V. v. Selkow, 92 USPQ2d 1478, 1479 (TTAB 2009).
Here, Applicant’s allegations are mere conclusory statements that lack the required
underlying facts. Applicant states Opposer “intentionally submitted the specimen that it
submitted with the ‘Combined Declaration of Use and/or Excusable Nonuse/Application for
Renewal of Registration of a Mark under Sections 8 & 9’ filed June 24, 2015, to renew U.S.
Trademark Registration No. 1013963, with an intent to deceive the United States Patent and
Trademark Office and other parties and to maintain that registration despite the lack of any
current use of the mark in U.S. commerce on any goods properly classified in International Class
3.” Dkt 6, ¶ 13.3 Applicant’s factually unsupported allegation is not enough.
Even allowing for an inference that Opposer was not using the NUTRAPLUS Mark in
commerce, which is not the case, Applicant has alleged nothing that would suggest that Opposer
believed that it was not using the NUTRAPLUS Mark in commerce or intended to deceive the
Trademark Office in submitting its declaration(s). Given the appropriateness of a product being
properly classified in Class 3 or Class 5, as explained herein, Applicant can neither allege nor
prove that Opposer possessed any specific intent to deceive. Thus, there is no allegation of fact
that, if proven, would support an inference that Opposer believed that it was not using its
Bose, the Federal Circuit did not address whether making a submission to the USPTO with
reckless disregard of its truth or falsity satisfies the intent to deceive requirement. However, even
under this lowered standard, Applicant has failed to plead facts to support a claim that Opposer made
statements to the USPTO with reckless disregard of their truth or falsity.
3 Paragraph 13 is the only paragraph of the counterclaim that mentions fraud or deception.

2 In
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NUTRAPLUS mark in commerce when it submitted its declaration.
Additionally, pleadings of fraud made “on information and belief,” without more, “raise
only the mere possibility that such evidence may be uncovered” and do not constitute pleading
of fraud with particularity. See Asian and Western Classics B.V., 92 USPQ2d at 1479 (holding
that petitioner failed to sufficiently plead a claim for fraud where allegations of false statements
were based solely “on information and belief” unsupported by statements of fact). To satisfy
Rule 9(b), any allegations based on “information and belief” must be accompanied by a
statement of facts upon which the belief is founded. See Exergen Corp. v. Wal-Mart Stores Inc.,
91 USPQ2d 1656, 1670 n.7, citing Kowal v. MCI Commc'n Corp., 16 F.3d 1271, 1279 n.3 (D.C.
Cir. 1994) “(‘[P]leadings on information and belief [under Rule 9(b)] require an allegation that
the necessary information lies within the defendant’s control, and … such allegations
must also be accompanied by a statement of the facts upon which the allegations are
based’).” (emphasis added). Additionally, under Trademark Rule 18.11, the factual basis for a
pleading requires either that the pleader know of facts that support the pleading or that evidence
showing the factual basis is “likely” to be obtained after a reasonable opportunity for discovery
or investigation.
Here, Applicant’s allegation of fraud is based on information and belief. Dkt. 6, ¶ 13.
However, Applicant has failed to provide any factual statements upon which its information and
belief allegations are founded. Indeed, other supporting statements are also based on
information and belief. Just as in Asian and Western Classics, Applicant’s “allegations fail to
meet the Fed. R. Civ. P. 9(b) requirements as they are unsupported by any statement of facts
providing the information upon which [Applicant] relies or the belief upon which the allegation
is founded (i.e., known information giving rise to [Applicant’s] stated belief, or a statement
regarding evidence that is likely to be discovered that would support a claim of fraud).” Asian
and Western Classics B.V., 92 USPQ2d at 1479.
For the foregoing reasons, Applicant’s fraud claim should be dismissed because the
allegations based on information and belief fail to allege “sufficient underlying facts from which
OPPOSER’S/COUNTERCLAIM RESPONDENT’S MOTION TO DISMISS
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a court may reasonably infer that a party acted with the requisite state of mind.”
Moreover, to the extent that any fraud claim must be “material to the Examining
Attorney’s decision,” Medinol Ltd., 67 U.S.P.Q.2d 1205, use and registration in Class 3 or Class 5
is not a material issue for the reasons discussed herein.
ii. Applicant has Failed to State a Claim for Non-Use
Applicant’s non-use cancellation claim is essentially an argument that it disagrees with
the international class in which Opposer’s mark is registered, or some effort to exercise control
over Opposer’s product labeling.
Applicant’s allegations in Paragraphs 3 – 6 of its Counterclaim are legally incorrect as a
matter of law. Specifically, Class 3 is not limited to non-medicated goods and certain goods that
are not used for therapeutic purposes.
Moreover, Applicant’s allegations that therapeutic skin emollients are goods that must be
classified in International Class 5 (Dkt. 6 at 6, ¶ 5), and non-therapeutic skin emollients are
goods that must be classified in International Class 3 (Dkt. 6 at 7, ¶ 6) are incorrect as a matter
of law.
Applicant has not sufficiently pleaded either that Opposer never used or that Opposer
discontinued use with an intention not to resume use of its mark. Rather, Applicant avers that
“Opposer has never used the mark NUTRAPLUS for skin emollients that are properly classified
in International Class 3.” Answer at 7, ¶12 (emphasis added). Applicant’s claim is carefully
limited to “never used the mark NUTRAPLUS for skin emollients that are properly classified in
International Class 3 (emphasis added). This is not the same as Opposer never used or that
Opposer discontinued use with an intention not to resume use of its mark.
“Emollient” is defined, inter alia, as “having the power of softening or relaxing, as a
medicinal substance; soothing, especially to the skin: emollient lotions for the face. Synonyms:
relieving, palliative, healing, assuasive” and “an emollient medicine, lotion, salve, etc.” See
EXHIBIT A. “Therapeutic” is defined as, inter alia, “producing good effects on your body or
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mind” or “providing or assisting in a cure. See EXHIBIT B. The Board may take judicial notice of
dictionary definitions, including definitions in technical dictionaries, translation dictionaries
and online dictionaries which exist in printed format or that have regular fixed editions.
Definitions found in slang dictionaries are also appropriate for judicial notice. TBMP §
1208.04.4; Marcal Paper Mills, Inc. v. American Can Co., 212 USPQ 852, 860 n.7 (TTAB 1981).
In connection with motions to dismiss, the court may only consider matters incorporated by
reference or relied upon in the claims, items subject to judicial notice, matters of public record,
orders, items appearing in the record of the case, and exhibits of unquestioned authenticity
attached to the complaint. Barkes v. First Correctional Medical, 2010 WL 1418347, *3 (D. Del.);
See e.g. Mehmet v. Paypal, Inc., 2008 U.S. Dist. Lexis 64018, *6 (“court may take notice of a
document outside the complaint if [it] is referenced in, or relied on by, the
complaint”); Wietschner v. Monterey Pasta Co., 294 F. 2d 1102, 1110 (where plaintiff fails to
attach document upon which complaint is premised, defendant may attach a copy of same to its
motion to dismiss in order to show that document does not support plaintiff’s claim.) Here,
Applicant references “emollient” as not falling in Class 3. Likewise, Applicant references the
term “therapeutic” without providing any definition. Therefore, Opposer’s submission of
definitions of “emollient” (used in Opposer’s identification of goods and in Applicant’s
Counterclaim) and “therapeutic” (used in Applicant’s Counterclaim) and Opposer’s submission
of the relevant results from the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office’s Acceptable Identification of
Goods and Services Manual are not beyond the scope of the pleadings. Id.
For the above reasons, Opposer’s evidence submitted herewith is proper for
consideration in the context of its Motion to Dismiss and would not covert the motion to a
Motion for Summary Judgment.

4 The Board will generally not take judicial notice of definitions or entries found only in online
dictionaries or reference works not available in a printed format; however, it will take judicial notice of
definitions or entries from references that are the electronic equivalent of a print reference work or that
have regular fixed editions. It will also consider definitions found only in online dictionaries if made of
record during the prosecution of the application. The Board will not take judicial notice of dictionary
definitions if it is not clear what the source of the material is. Id.
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Inherent in the definition of “emollient” is a therapeutic function (relieving, palliative,
healing, assuasive; an emollient medicine, lotion, salve).
In light of the facts that “skin emollient” is properly classified in Class 3 and/or in Class
5, and standard American English definitions establish that an “emollient” is a therapeutic
product, Applicant has not established and cannot establish that Opposer has abandoned its
mark. The U.S. Patent & Trademark Office’s own Acceptable Identification of Goods and
Services Manual establishes that skin emollients are properly classified in Class 3. See EXHIBIT
C. By definition, “emollients” have a therapeutic effect. See EXHIBIT A. For these reasons, skin
emollients, whether therapeutic or not, are properly classified in Class 3.
There is no doubt that Opposer continues to use its mark in commerce. Applicant does
not allege to the contrary. Rather, Applicant only alleges that, in its mistaken opinion, Opposer
is not using the mark for goods in Class 3. Given Opposer’s use in commerce and Applicant’s
concession of the same, Applicant’s abandonment claim must fail because Opposer has not
abandoned its NUTRAPLUS mark and Applicant has not alleged such.
The Board addressed essentially this very issue:
In essence, petitioner argues, a “therapeutic” skin lotion is necessarily a
“medicated” one, and respondent cannot sell the same product as both a
“therapeutic” one in Class 5, and a “cosmetic” one in Class 3. Thus, petitioner
argues, respondent has abandoned its registration for goods in Class 5, because it
cannot show use of the mark for a “medicine.”
See Sköld v. Galderma Laboratories, Inc., Cancellation No. 92052897, Board Order at 4
(November 8, 2012).
The Board flatly rejected this legal theory. As in Sköld, Applicant has not challenged
respondent’s (file wrapper) evidence that it is using the mark in commerce for skin care
products, or that its use of the mark has been continuous, but rather it asserts that Opposer’s
product is “therapeutic” and cannot be registered in Class 3. However, the U.S. Patent &
Trademark Office has consistently found that a non-medicated product can be a “therapy” or a
“treatment” classified in Class 5, and that a product may have “dual uses,” causing it to be
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classified in both Class 3 and Class 5. In Sköld, the Board relied on the definitions and meanings
of the words. This judicially-noticed evidence is sufficient to evaluate Applicant’s allegations and
Opposer’s instant motion.
Applicant’s argument is one of “definition” for the term “therapeutic,” but also makes the
leap that a “therapeutic” item is necessarily a “medicated” one, and thus classifiable only in Class
5. This is wrong.
The Trademark Office instructs that the common understanding of words in an
identification should be used to determine the scope and nature of the goods identified. TMEP §
1402.03. “A basic and widely available dictionary should be consulted to determine the
definition or understanding of a commonly used word,” id, rather than a specialized, highly
technical definition. See TMEP § 1402.01 (“The language used to describe goods and/or services
should be understandable to the average person and should not require an in-depth knowledge
of the relevant field.”); see also In re Paper Doll Promotions Inc., 84 U.S.P.Q.2d 1660, 1666
(T.T.A.B.) (approving of an identification of goods, in part, because “one would not require
technical knowledge to understand it”).
Merriam-Webster defines the adjective “therapeutic” as: “of or relating to the treatment
of disease or disorders by remedial agents or methods <a therapeutic rather than a
diagnostic specialty>.” EXHIBIT B. Merriam-Webster identifies “curative,” “healing,”
“officinal,” “remedial,” “restorative,” and “medicinal” as synonyms for “therapeutic.” Id.
The Oxford English Dictionary defines the adjective “therapeutic” as:
(i) administered or applied for reasons of health: a therapeutic shampoo
(ii) having a good effect on the body or mind; contributing to a sense of well-being: a
therapeutic silence. Id.
Applicant’s allegations erroneously presume a product classified in Class 3 could not also
be classified as “therapeutic.” But, TMEP § 1401.07 recognizes that a product may have a
plurality of uses, such that it may be classified in two, or more, classes. See also, In re
International Salt Co., 166 USPQ 215, 216 (TTAB 1970) (holding same goods capable of
OPPOSER’S/COUNTERCLAIM RESPONDENT’S MOTION TO DISMISS
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classification in more than one class where specimen of use does not negate other uses).
Additionally, a single product may have dual uses as both a cosmetic and a pharmaceutical
preparation, when supported by evidence. Jean Patou, Inc. v. Theon, Inc., 9 F.3d 971, 975 29
USPQ2d 1771, 1774 (Fed. Cir. 1993).
Assuming for the sake of the instant motion that the goods sold in Class 3 are the same
as the goods that could be sold in Class 5, there is nothing showing abandonment of the goods.
Likewise, assuming that the goods that could be sold in Class 5 are somehow different from
those sold in Class 3, Applicant has failed to allege a case of non-use or abandonment.
Even assuming Applicant has alleged that a “therapeutic” product is necessarily a
“medicine” or a “drug,” the law is contrary. The Board has found this is not so. Therefore, as a
matter of law, this allegation is insufficient because “dictionary definitions do not support those
allegations”. Sköld at 9. Therefore, Applicant’s Paragraphs 3 – 6, inclusive, are unsupportable
and contrary to law and facts, as are Paragraphs 7 – 13, which rely on incorrect legal allegations.
A therapeutic product’s “therapy” may be as simple as softening skin, moisturizing skin
or providing emolliency. More directly, because the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office accepts
“skin emollient” in Class 3 and an “emollient” is defined as “having the power of softening or
relaxing, as a medicinal substance,” then Opposer’s skin emollient (i.e., a medicinal substance
having the power of softening or relaxing the skin) is properly classified in Class 3, as a matter of
law because therapeutic products are validly classified in Class 3.
In light of the Board’s decision in Sköld, other court decisions as well as the definitions of
the words at issue, Applicant’s non-use counterclaim fails to state a claim as a matter of law.
Indeed, Applicant has offered no factual allegation for its non-use claim.
Paragraphs 3, 4, 5 and 6 of Applicant’s Counterclaim are allegations of legal conclusions
that run contrary to the relevant law. Moreover, they are prefaced with “[o]n information and
belief”. At their basic level, Paragraphs 3 – 6 allege that an inviolable bright-line test exists to
determine whether a product is classified in Class 3 or Class 5. No such test exists, as has been
made clear by the Federal Circuit and the Board.
OPPOSER’S/COUNTERCLAIM RESPONDENT’S MOTION TO DISMISS
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Paragraphs 7, 8, 9 and 10 challenge Opposer’s various specimens based on its erroneous
legal allegations of Paragraphs 3 – 6. However, Paragraphs 7 – 10 contain no factual allegation
as to how those specimens fail to meet the legal requirements. They are nothing more than
naked allegations. Insofar as Opposer’s mark covers “skin emollient” and each and every
specimen filed, but challenged by Applicant, shows a label bearing the mark NUTRAPLUS and
the descriptive term “emollient” or “lotion,” Applicant’s allegations do not state a cause of action
for non-use for which relief may be granted because Applicant’s specimens show use of the mark
for the registered goods, namely, a skin emollient, and Applicant’s allegations do not challenge
this simple fact.
Most importantly, in light of In re International Salt Co., Jean Patou and Sköld, whether
in Class 3 or Class 5, Applicant has shown use of its NUTRAPLUS mark for the registered
goods.
For the foregoing reasons, even assuming Applicant’s factual allegations are true, they
do not state a claim for which relief may be granted.

II.

CONCLUSION
Applicant has failed to assert a valid basis for cancellation of Opposer’s trademark

registration. Thus, Applicant’s counterclaim – on both bases – should be dismissed with
prejudice.
Accepting all of Applicant’s factual allegations as true, Applicant has failed to state a
claim on which relief may be granted. Insofar as products such as Opposer’s may be properly
classified in two or more classes, in this case Classes 3 or 5, even if Applicant’s factual allegations
are true, its allegations cannot support a claim for non-use because Applicant has not alleged
Opposer is not using its mark or has discontinued use of its mark with no intention to resume
use.
For the same reasons, Applicant’s claim of fraud fails to state a claim on which relief may
be granted. Insofar as products such as Opposer’s may be properly classified in two or more
OPPOSER’S/COUNTERCLAIM RESPONDENT’S MOTION TO DISMISS
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classes, in this case Classes 3 or 5, even if Applicant’s factual allegations are true, its allegations
cannot support a claim for fraud because Opposer’s mark may be properly classified in Class 3
or 5. Moreover, even if Applicant’s allegations of fraud are true, which they are not, the issuance
of Registration No. 1013963 in either Class 3 or Class 5 is not “material”. Applicant has not
alleged the difference is material.
WHEREFORE, Opposer respectfully requests that the Board enter an Order dismissing
with prejudice Applicant’s Counterclaim, and granting Opposer any such additional and further
relief that the Board deems proper.

Respectfully submitted,
NESTLÉ SKIN CARE COMPANY AG
Dated: November 5, 2015

By: _____________________________
G. Mathew Lombard
Darren M. Geliebter
LOMBARD & GELIEBTER LLP
305 Broadway
7th Floor
New York, New York 10007
917.779.9967
Attorneys for Opposer
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emollient Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary
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See all translations

emollient
noun
›

UK

/ɪˈm l.i.ənt/ US

“emollient” in British English

/-ˈm ː.li-/

noun
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 ream or l iquid that makes d
 ry or s
 ore skin softer or less
painful

emollient
adjective UK
›

to your browser
to your website

/ɪˈm l.i.ənt/ US

adjective
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 ore skin:
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› FORMAL
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an emollient m
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(Definition of emollient from the Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary & Thesaurus
© Cambridge University Press)

SMART Thesaurus: Calming and relaxing
“emollient”: synonyms and related words:

Translations of “emollient”
in Chinese (Simplified)

…

assuage bask bread
bread and circuses idiom
break the ice idiom

What is the pronunciation of emollient?

calm humour
lighten up loose

lighten sth up
lull lull sb into sth
make yourself at home idiom

settle

soften steady
take things easy idiom
take/need a cold shower idiom
unbend wit

See more results »
You can also find related words, phrases, and
synonyms in the topics:
Reassuring
Medicines & drugs
Toiletry & perfumes

http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/emollient
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Word of the Day
cliche
a saying or remark that is very often made
and is therefore not original and not
interesting
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emollient American English definition and synonyms | Macmillan Dictionary

emollient  definition and synonyms
/ɪˈmɑljənt/

E T E

Using the thesaurus

Contribute to our Open Dictionary
1

designed to make your skin softer or less painful
Synonyms and related words
Words used to describe medical treatments, appliances and medicines:

antenatal, antibacterial, antimalarial...

Explore Thesaurus

2

intended to make you calmer or less angry
Synonyms and related words
Making you feel happy or happier: lifeaffirming, cheerful, exhilarating...

Explore Thesaurus

Open Dictionary
sea lion

hoverboard

in an online conversation, repeatedly asking a person

an electric skateboard

questions which suggest that you are interested in what they
are talking about, but are actually intended to annoy them
BuzzWord Article

More submissions
withcha

More BuzzWords
the deep web green

add a word

phone bank

essay crisis

steam devil quinquennium rekt
clickjacking
Facebook narcissism

defriend

troll

facepalm

unfollow oversharing

shero

blood moon

deets

view entries

BuzzWord archive

Blog
Word of the Day
pumpkin
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/us/dictionary/american/emollient

A must for anyone with an interest in the changing face of
language. The Macmillan Dictionary blog explores English as it
is spoken around the world today.
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a large round vegetable with a thick orange skin and large

global English and language change from our blog

seeds
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Emollient | Definition of Emollient by Webster's Online Dictionary

Word:

Emollient
Webster's 1913 Dictionary
E`mol´lient
a. 1. Softening; making supple; acting as an emollient.
n. 1. e An external something or soothing application to allay irritation, soreness, etc.

WordNet Dictionary
Noun 1. emollient  toiletry consisting of any of various substances resembling cream that have a soothing and
moisturizing effect when applied to the skin
Synonyms: ointment, cream
Adj. 1. emollient  having a softening or soothing effect especially to the skin
Synonyms: demulcent, salving, softening

Related Words
alleviating, alleviative, analgesic, anesthetic, anodyne, assuasive, balm, balmy, balsam, balsamic, benumbing,
brilliantine, cathartic, cerate, chrism, cleansing, cold cream, collyrium, cream, deadening, demulcent, dulling, easing,
embrocation, eyelotion, eyewash, eyewater, face cream, hand lotion, inunction, inunctum, lanolin, lenitive, liniment,
loosening, lotion, lubricant, lubricating, lubricational, lubricative, mitigating, mitigative, mollifying, nard, numbing, oil,
ointment, painkilling, palliative, pomade, pomatum, purgative, relaxing, relieving, remedial, salve, softening, soothing,
soothing syrup, spikenard, subduing, unction, unguent, unguentum, vulnerary
Index: # A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
About this site and copyright information  Online Dictionary Home

http://www.webster-dictionary.org/definition/emollient
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emollient


(http://static.sfdict.com/staticrep/dictaudio/E01/E0145100.mp3)

[ihmolyuh nt]
Examples

Word Origin

adjective

1. having the power of softening or relaxing, as a medicinal substance; soothing,
especially to the skin:
emollient lotions for the face.
tp%3A%2F%2Fdictionary.reference.com%2Fbrowse%2Femollient%3Fs%3Dts)
Synonyms: relieving (http://www.thesaurus.com/browse/relieving), palliative
(http://www.thesaurus.com/browse/palliative), healing
(http://www.thesaurus.com/browse/healing), assuasive
(http://www.thesaurus.com/browse/assuasive).

noun
2. an emollient medicine, lotion, salve, etc.

(http://blog.dictionary.com

Origin of emollient

http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/emollient?s=t

What is yo
word?
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Latin
(http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/Latin)

16351645

163545; < Latin ēmollient (stem of ēmolliēns) softening up (present participle of
ēmollīre), equivalent to ē e (http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/e)1 + molli(s) soft
+ ent ent (http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/ent)

Related forms
emollience,

noun

Dictionary.com Unabridged
Based on the Random House Dictionary, © Random House, Inc. 2015.
Cite This Source (http://dictionary.reference.com/cite.html?qh=emollient&ia=luna)

Examples from the Web for emollient
ontem o

m le

Rubenstein listened and as an emollient agreed to an inhouse investigation.

http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/emollient?s=t
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The Latino Fight to Be Included in the Kennedy Center Honors
(http://www.thedailybeast.com?
(http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2012/11/29/thelatinofighttobeincludedinthekennedycenter
source=dictionary)
honors.html?source=dictionary)
Sandra McElwaine (http://www.thedailybeast.com/contributors/sandramcelwaine.html?source=dictionary)
November 28, 2012

i to i

l

m le

emollient poultices and drinks were prescribed, and a low diet enjoined.
North American Medical and Surgical Journal, Vol. 2, No. 3, July, 1826
(http://www.gutenberg.org/files/29307/29307h/29307h.htm)
Various
They eulogised, at the same time, the emollient properties of the dog'stooth.
Everyday Objects (http://www.gutenberg.org/files/47586/47586h/47586h.htm)
W. H. Davenport Adams
A useful liniment for this disorder may be made of two ounces of emollient ointment, and half an ounce of
laudanum.
The Cook and Housekeeper's Complete and Universal Dictionary; Including a System of Modern Cookery, in all Its
Various Branches, (http://www.gutenberg.org/files/29084/29084h/29084h.htm)
Mary Eaton
It is demulcent and emollient; chiefly used in ointments and cerates.
Cooley's Practical Receipts, Volume II (http://www.gutenberg.org/files/41957/41957h/41957h.htm)
Arnold Cooley
No soft hand of woman smoothed his pillow or relieved the agony of pain and suffering by the timely opiate or
emollient.
The Continental Monthly, Vol. 2, No. 2, August, 1862 (http://www.gutenberg.org/files/19927/19927h/19927
h.htm)
Various
Uses, &c. Sweet almonds are nutritive, emollient, and demulcent; but frequently disagree with weak stomachs.

http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/emollient?s=t
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Cooley's Cyclopdia of Practical Receipts and Collateral Information in the Arts, Manufactures, Professions, and
Trades..., Sixth Edition, Volume I (http://www.gutenberg.org/files/39733/39733h/39733h.htm)
Arnold Cooley
It is emollient and, in decoction, is used as a substitute for flaxseed.
The Medicinal Plants of the Philippines (http://www.gutenberg.org/files/26393/26393h/26393h.htm)
T. H. Pardo de Tavera
emollient; in dry and scaly skin disease, and to allay itching and surfacial irritation; also to promote suppuration,
&c.
Cooley's Cyclopdia of Practical Receipts and Collateral Information in the Arts, Manufactures, Professions, and
Trades..., Sixth Edition, Volume I (http://www.gutenberg.org/files/39733/39733h/39733h.htm)
Arnold Cooley
emollient; used to soften and ripen tumours, indurations, &c.
Cooley's Practical Receipts, Volume II (http://www.gutenberg.org/files/41957/41957h/41957h.htm)
Arnold Cooley

British Dictionary definitions for emollient

emollient
/ m l ənt/
adjective
1. softening or soothing, esp to the skin
2. helping to avoid confrontation; calming

noun
3. any preparation or substance that has a softening or soothing effect, esp when applied

http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/emollient?s=t
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to the skin

Derived Forms
emollience,

noun

Word Origin
C17: from Latin ēmollīre to soften, from mollis soft

Collins English Dictionary  Complete & Unabridged 2012 Digital Edition
© William Collins Sons & Co. Ltd. 1979, 1986 © HarperCollins
Publishers 1998, 2000, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2012
Cite This Source (http://dictionary.reference.com/cite.html?qh=emollient&ia=ced2)

Word Origin and History for emollient
adj.
1640s, from French émollient (16c.), from Latin emollientem (nominative emolliens),
present participle of emollire "soften," from ex "out" (see ex (/browse/ex)) + mollire
"soften," from mollis "soft" (see melt (/browse/melt) (v.)). The noun is recorded from
1650s.
Online Etymology Dictionary, © 2010 Douglas Harper
Cite This Source (http://dictionary.reference.com/cite.html?qh=emollient&ia=etymon2)

emollient in Medicine
emollient e·mol·lient (ĭmŏl'yənt)
adj.
Softening and soothing, especially to the skin. n.
An agent that softens or soothes the skin.
The American Heritage® Stedman's Medical Dictionary

http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/emollient?s=t
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Copyright © 2002, 2001, 1995 by Houghton Mifflin Company. Published by Houghton Mifflin Company.
Cite This Source (http://dictionary.reference.com/cite.html?qh=emollient&ia=ahsmd)
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я

ыatin ъeyboard
рrabic ъeyboard
Russian ъeyboard
цrammar р-Z
сrush up on your grammar using our handy glossary ьore grammar help
Spelling
тommon misspellings рmerican and сritish spellings ьore rules and tips
Punctuation
чow to use commas чow to punctuate abbreviations ьore punctuation guidance
Writing help
Writing job application cover letters Putting together an impressive résumé See our top tips for better
writing
Usage
тommonly confused words сritish and рmerican terms ьore фnglish usage help from юxford
Premium resources
эew чart’s Rulesй The юxford Style цuide цarner’s ьodern рmerican Usage цarner’s уictionary of
ыegal Usage эew юxford уictionary for Writers and фditors рccess premium resources
юxfordWords blog
сob's your uncle and other name-based phrases тryptologyй the art and science of keeping words secure
тolourful languageй colours in international idioms ьore blog articles
юxford уictionaries тommunity
уiscuss grammar, spelling, and punctuation Start a conversation about word trends щoin the юxford
уictionaries тommunity
Wordlists
Two-letter words Weird and wonderful words ьore wordlists
Word origins
What is the origin of the word ‘snob’о What is the origin of the word ‘quiz’о Pirate phrases and their
origins ьore word origins
цames and quizzes
Which punctuation mark are youо тan you figure out what these historical synonyms meanо чow good is
your сritish фnglishо ьore games and quizzes
Your language questions
чow many words are there in the фnglish languageо What is the longest фnglish wordо ьore language
questions
home
US фnglish
therapeutic
Share this entry
email cite discuss
therapeutic
See definition in юxford рdvanced ыearner's уictionary
Syllabificationй ther·a·peu·tic
Pronunciationй /ˌTчerəˈpyo ͞odik/
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adjective

therapeutic: definition of therapeutic in Oxford dictionary (American English) (US)

аюf or relating to the healing of diseaseй diagnostic and therapeutic facilities
ьore example sentences
чe drafted a сill to do just that, but to allow therapeutic cloning for disease research.
шt is an energy-based therapeutic approach to healing, which uses a variety of techniques to treat the
human energy system.
шt banned a drug which had considerable therapeutic value and was far less harmful than many
other medicines.
цet more examples
Synonyms
healing, curative, remedial, medicinal, restorative, salubrious, health-giving, tonic, reparative, corrective,
beneficial, good, salutary
View synonyms
а.арdministered or applied for reasons of healthй a therapeutic shampoo
ьore example sentences
рnd the latter had recently announced that plastic surgery, except for specifically therapeutic
reasons, was a sin.
There are very sound therapeutic reasons for docking lambs' tails that certainly do not apply to
dogs.
чe pierced her amniotic sac, making a therapeutic abortion necessary.
цet more examples
а.бчaving a good effect on the body or mindк contributing to a sense of well-beingй a therapeutic silence
ьore example sentences
Paradoxically it is this smell that contributes to the therapeutic effect of garlic on the body.
шt is believed that swimming with dolphins has a therapeutic effect.
Some brands of yogurt contain sufficient quantities of viable organisms to have a therapeutic effect.
цet more examples

noun
сack to top
а (therapeutics) The branch of medicine concerned with the treatment of disease and the action of
remedial agents.
фxample sentences
хinally, therapeutics, which addresses asthma prevention, disease modification, and reversal of
underlying mechanisms, are of particular need and importance.
бр treatment, therapy, or drugй current therapeutics for asthma

Derivatives
therapeutical
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/us/definition/american_english/therapeutic
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Pronunciationй
adjective
фxample sentences

therapeutic: definition of therapeutic in Oxford dictionary (American English) (US)

‘People with multiple sclerosis can be aided by early intervention and proper ongoing
medical and therapeutical care,’ she said.
рccording to the military court, the act of dunking a drunk's head in cold water ‘is intended
to subdue or revive rather than to chastiseк therapeutical rather than degredational.’
уuring the development of the prototype the team conferred with various medical and
therapeutical institutions to ensure that it met medical requirements.
цet more examples
therapeutically
Pronunciationй /ˌTчerəˈpyo ͞odək(ə)lē/
adverb
фxample sentences
Thus, it is not just the visual contents of the photographs themselves that are so
therapeutically important, but also everything that happens while the client is interacting with
them.
шt is apparently used therapeutically as an anticholinergic.
Some people use it therapeutically for conditions like arthritis and other diseases that cause
painful joints, for digestive problems, and for skin problems.
цet more examples
therapeutist
Pronunciationй /-tist/
noun
( archaic)
фxample sentences
The value of vitamins in the diet has been a burning subject among research chemists and
therapeutists alike.
She called the therapeutist but he couldn't hear her.
The therapeutic relationship excludes any other form of relationship between the therapeutist
and his patient.

Origin
ьid ажth centuryй via modern ыatin from цreek therapeutikos, from therapeuein 'minister to, treat
medically'.

Words that rhyme with therapeutic
psychotherapeutic
уefinition of therapeutic inй
сritish & World фnglish dictionary
фnglish synonyms
US фnglish synonyms
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Word of the day hyperbole
Pronunciationй hīˈpərbəlē
noun
exaggerated statements not meant to be taken literally...
хind out what it means
See full definition
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Word of the Day
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Dictionary

therapeutic
adjective

ther·a·peu·tic

SAVE

timorous or fearful

POPULARITY

Get the Word of the Day daily email!
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1 : of or relating to the treatment of disease or disorders by remedial agents or methods <a
therapeutic rather than a diagnostic specialty>
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investigation of government waste>
— therapeutic
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<therapeutic diets> <a therapeutic
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Lay vs. Lie

'Try and' vs. 'Try to'

Origin of THERAPEUTIC
Greek therapeutikos, from therapeuein to attend, treat, from theraps attendant
First Known Use: 1646

Related to THERAPEUTIC
Synonyms
curative, healing, officinal, remedial, restorative, medicinal
[+] more

Other Medicine Terms
analgesia, angina, diabetes, hepatitis, homeopathy, logorrhea, palliate, pandemic

Rhymes with THERAPEUTIC
hermeneutic, parachutic, propaedeutic

THERAPEUTIC Defined for Kids

therapeutic
adjective

ther·a·peu·tic

\ˌtherәˈpyütik\

Definition of THERAPEUTIC for Kids
:

Medical Dictionary

therapeutic
adjective

ther·a·peu·tic

\ˈpyütik\

Medical Definition of THERAPEUTIC
1 : of or relating to the treatment of disease or disorders by remedial agents or methods <a
therapeutic rather than a diagnostic specialty>
2 : curative, medicinal <therapeutic activity of a drug> <therapeutic diets>
—ther·a·peu·ti·cal·ly

\ik(ә)lē\

adverb

Learn More About THERAPEUTIC
Thesaurus: All synonyms and antonyms for "therapeutic"
Spanish Central: Spanish translation of "therapeutic"
Nglish: Translation of "therapeutic" for Spanish speakers
Britannica English: Translation of "therapeutic" for Arabic speakers
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therapeutic
therapeutic index
therapeutic positivism
therapeutic shock
therapeutic test
Next Word in the Dictionary: therapeutic index
Previous Word in the Dictionary: therapeutant
All Words Near: therapeutic
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pps) Examples

Word Origin

adjective, Also,

p

1. of or relating to the treating or curing of disease; curative.

noun

tp%3A%2F%2Fdictionary.reference.com%2Fbrowse%2Ftherapeutic%3Fs%3Dt)
2. a therapeutic substance.

Origin of therapeutic

(http://blog.dictionary.com/wor
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15351545

153545; < New Latin therapeuticus < Greek therapeutikós, equivalent to therapeú(ein) to
attend, treat medically (akin to therápōn attendant) + tikos tic
(http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/tic)

Related forms
p

y

o

p

o

p

o

p
p
p
p

adverb
adjective
adjective
y

adverb

adjective
adjective
y

adverb

Dictionary.com Unabridged
Based on the Random House Dictionary, © Random House, Inc. 2015.
Cite This Source (http://dictionary.reference.com/cite.html?qh=therapeutic&ia=luna)

Examples from the Web for therapeutic
Contemporary Examples
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/therapeutic?s=t
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Cruikshank often speaks about the potential of yoga to be therapeutic — even medicinal.
Yoga Is Good for You. But Is It Medicine? (http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2014/06/27/yogaisgoodfor
(http://www.thedailybeast.com?
youbutisitmedicine.html?source=dictionary)
source=dictionary)
DailyBurn (http://www.thedailybeast.com/contributors/dailyburn.html?source=dictionary)
June 26, 2014
Moreover, new research suggests that Furosemide may have no therapeutic value at all.
How Kentucky Will Save Horse Racing From Itself (http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2014/09/04/how
(http://www.thedailybeast.com?
kentuckywillsavehorseracingfromitself.html?source=dictionary)
source=dictionary)
Jonathan Miller (http://www.thedailybeast.com/contributors/jonathanmiller.html?source=dictionary)
September 3, 2014
Gupta points out that even methamphetamine and cocaine are recognized for their therapeutic value as “Schedule II”
drugs.
Sanjay Gupta’s Pot Pilgrimage for Pain Relief (http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2014/03/11/sanjaygupta
(http://www.thedailybeast.com?
spotpilgrimageforpainrelief.html?source=dictionary)
source=dictionary)
Valerie Vande Panne (http://www.thedailybeast.com/contributors/valerievandepanne.html?source=dictionary)
March 10, 2014
Only then will we find a therapeutic solution that fully restores autonomy to those who have been robbed of
independence.
Electric Stimulation and Rigorous Physical Therapy Show Promise for Paralysis Patients
(http://www.thedailybeast.com?
(http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2014/04/10/electricstimulationandrigorousphysicaltherapyshow
source=dictionary)
promiseforparalysispatients.html?source=dictionary)
Dr. Anand Veeravagu, MD, Tej Azad (http://www.thedailybeast.com/contributors/dranandveeravagumdtej
azad.html?source=dictionary)
April 9, 2014
Burton has expressed no desire to use the runway as a therapeutic outlet for whatever demons may haunt her
dreams.
Louis Vuitton, Chanel, McQueen Cap Paris Spring 2013 Fashion Week Shows
(http://www.thedailybeast.com?
(http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2012/10/03/louisvuittonchanelmcqueencapparisspring2013
source=dictionary)
fashionweekshows.html?source=dictionary)
Robin Givhan (http://www.thedailybeast.com/contributors/robingivhan.html?source=dictionary)
October 2, 2012

Historical Examples
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The oils from these two plants are very similar in composition and presumably in therapeutic properties.
The Propaganda for Reform in Proprietary Medicines, Vol. 1 of 2 (http://www.gutenberg.org/files/47766/47766
h/47766h.htm)
Various
It was new as a therapeutic system, however old its philosophic elements.
Psychotherapy (http://www.gutenberg.org/files/22775/22775h/22775h.htm)
Hugo Mnsterberg
Quincke has endeavoured to calculate the amount of blood in cases of blood transfusion for therapeutic purposes.
Histology of the Blood (http://www.gutenberg.org/files/29842/29842h/29842h.htm)
Paul Ehrlich
Lowen was interested in the therapeutic implications of Reich's work.
When You Don't Know Where to Turn (http://www.gutenberg.org/files/44926/44926h/44926h.htm)
Steven J. Bartlett
Of course only a small part of the therapeutic usefulness is secured during the hypnotic state itself.
Psychotherapy (http://www.gutenberg.org/files/22775/22775h/22775h.htm)
Hugo Mnsterberg

British Dictionary definitions for therapeutic

/ θ rə pju t k/
adjective
1. of or relating to the treatment of disease; curative
2. serving or performed to maintain health: therapeutic abortion

http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/therapeutic?s=t
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Derived Forms
p

y

adverb

Word Origin
C17: from New Latin therapeuticus, from Greek therapeutikos, from therapeuein to minister
to, from theraps an attendant

Collins English Dictionary  Complete & Unabridged 2012 Digital Edition
© William Collins Sons & Co. Ltd. 1979, 1986 © HarperCollins
Publishers 1998, 2000, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2012
Cite This Source (http://dictionary.reference.com/cite.html?qh=therapeutic&ia=ced2)

Word Origin and History for therapeutic
adj.
pertaining to the healing of disease, 1640s, probably shortened from therapeutical (c.1600),
from Modern Latin therapeuticus "curing, healing," from Greek therapeutikos, from
therapeutes "one ministering," from therapeutein "to cure, treat," of unknown origin, related
to therapon (genitive therapontos) "attendant." Therapeutic was used from 1540s as a noun
meaning "the branch of medicine concerned with treatment of disease."
Online Etymology Dictionary, © 2010 Douglas Harper
Cite This Source (http://dictionary.reference.com/cite.html?qh=therapeutic&ia=etymon2)

therapeutic in Medicine
p

ther·a·peu·tic (thěr'əpyōō'tĭk) or ther·a·peu·ti·cal (tĭkəl)

adj.
1. Having or exhibiting healing powers.
2. Of or relating to therapeutics.
The American Heritage® Stedman's Medical Dictionary

http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/therapeutic?s=t
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Copyright © 2002, 2001, 1995 by Houghton Mifflin Company. Published by Houghton Mifflin Company.
Cite This Source (http://dictionary.reference.com/cite.html?qh=therapeutic&ia=ahsmd)
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TMNG | IDML Print Results

Search Term

emollient

Version

10-2015

Date of Search

11/02/2015

URL

Hit#

https://tmng.uspto.gov/tmngidm/id-master-list-public.html

Term Id

Description

NCL
Version

11/20/2008 GOODS

09-2007

Skin emollients

003

003

A

A

06/01/2001 GOODS

04/02/1991 GOODS

T

07-1997

07-1997

Emollients for medical purposes

005

A

05/16/2013 GOODS

T

10-2013

003-313

Hair emollients

4

001-1181

Emollients for industrial purposes

005-1698

TM5 Notes

A

2

5

Type

001

001-1239
003-862

Effective
Date

Emollient used as an ingredient in the manufacture of cosmetics, toiletries,
and pharmaceuticals

1
3

Class Status

001

A

11/08/2007 GOODS

T

09-2007

https://tmidm.uspto.gov/modules/printResults.html?class-valid=true&search-term=emollient&search-by=all&search-mode-value=&status=A&status=M&status=X&s…
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